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This new autonomous secrete "Angelistic" is a real life album with a real life message that each and all

person has been in ,or is smooth in, or will go thru. This album will tinge each and allone over the globe.

Mixed with a few club bangers and heart shakers guaran 14 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix,

URBAN/R&B: Soul Angelistic Songs Details: Angela White who is the founder and CEO of 2070's music

group and Plublishing company has already created quite a buzz, along with her many other talents she

is also an astonishing writer and singer. Angela has always been musically inclined throughout her entire

career. She has served in various phases in the music business,including management,Career

development,booking and promoting. Angela has worked with Camara Video as a Executive Marketing

Specialist and Event Coordinator for a few years. Her background includes years of booking concert acts

and shows and the management of Artist's. Angela has developed various youth work shops in music and

in dance for the arts. The evidence of this includes her involvement with the Portland Apollo, a local talent

based group. The founding of her non profit group, The Youth  Arts achievement Program and Infinity

Productions, Angela's objective with the youth is to gain confidence in self and put forth positivity, to gain

respect for oneself and others. To be creative and to know if you work hard at whatever you do nothing is

impossible, an also to create maximum exposure through advertising,promotion and premuim. Angela is

very much of a contributor to the arts and is a role model to the youth, an aspiring artist and entertainer

who plans on really making a difference while creatng a maximum impact and output of the greatest

magnitude through out the world. The soulful sounds of the Angelistic Angel'le infuses a retro/futuristic

and R&B flair. The seductive style combined with "a real womens worth" proves to be the recipe. The

undeniable wisdom that only a strong woman would recognize. She in fact is proud to be a woman and

defines that. Keep a close eye on this Artist because there is a whole lot in store for the masses of real
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music listeners.
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